LICENSED MARKS:

Cradle to Cradle Certified™
Bronze

The licensed marks identified above may be licensed to:

Hunter Douglas Europe

For the below listed certified products associated with the name:

HeartFelt® Ceiling Systems

Only the following products are considered certified product(s) within the scope of this certification and the associated trademark license agreement:

HeartFelt® Ceiling M50
HeartFelt® Ceiling M60
HeartFelt® Ceiling M70
HeartFelt® Ceiling M80
HeartFelt® Ceiling M90
HeartFelt® Ceiling M100
HeartFelt® Ceiling M110
HeartFelt® Ceiling M120
HeartFelt® Ceiling M130
HeartFelt® Ceiling M140
HeartFelt® Ceiling M150
HeartFelt® Ceiling M160
HeartFelt® Ceiling M170
HeartFelt® Ceiling M180
HeartFelt® Ceiling M190
HeartFelt® Ceiling M200

All variations are available in panel heights of 55 mm, 80 mm and 105 mm and in varying lengths and colors.